
Can lockdowns work?

Many countries have imposed lockdowns and curfews. There is no sign from the
international numbers that those locking down more for longer have been more
successful in reducing case numbers or deaths.

The 20 countries with most cases per million so far are mainly continental
European ones that have imposed tough lockdowns, and the USA with severe
lockdowns on the populous Democrat controlled east and west coasts.
The top six countries for deaths per million are small European countries led
by Belgium, with Peru in seventh place in the grisly table.

Government advisers have long concentrated on recommending lock downs for
long periods while we await enough people being vaccinated. Their ultimate
way out depends both on good rates of vaccination and the virus not mutating
in ways which defeat the vaccines.

I will press again for better treatments, better isolation and infection
control in the NHS, use of the Nightingales as specialist units, better
cleaning and air flow in public buildings. I have tabled more questions and
will try to raise these matters in the debate.

Once again the official government advisers present the case for lock down
but do not present the case about the damage lock downs do to many people and
businesses so we can weigh the balance of the arguments. There is also an
absence of regularly published and reliable numbers of hospital beds, bed
occupancy and deaths from other lung diseases. The death figures remain with
CV 19 rather than because of CV 19. I do not doubt that this is a nasty
disease and some people catch a serious version of it which can be life
threatening.,We need to target our response based on improving knowledge of
it, and offer good safeguarding to all those most vulnerable to it.

I will seek more information about the capacity of the NHS before deciding
how to vote on new controls.
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